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monsoon. The surface coral has been excavated on the
principal islands (e.g. Androth and Kalpeni), according to
tradition by a race of giants. In the excavations, various
food-grains and vegetables are cultivated. For their liveli-
hood, the islanders depend largely on the products of the
coconut, which are taken in sailing-boats to the west
coast. Great damage is done to the coconut trees by
rats, for the extermination of which owls, rat-snakes, and
mungooses, have been introduced from time to time. In
recent times, periodical kuttams (assemblies) or rat-hunts
have been organised, and it is said that the Amm (head-
man) has the power of inflicting a fine for non-attendance
thereat. The bulk of the population of the Laccadive
islands is made up of Muhammadan Mappillas. According
to tradition, these Mappillas were originally inhabitants of
Malabar—Nambutiri Brahmans, Nayars, Tiyans, etc.—who
went in search of Cheraman Perumal, king of Malabar,
who was converted to the Muhammadan faith and left for
Mecca, and were wrecked on the islands. They are divided
into castes, of which the highest is represented by the
Koyas, who own the coconut trees and boats (odams).
The navigating class is represented by the Malumis (pilots),
and the lowest class are the Melacheris, who carry out the
tree-tapping, coconut-plucking, and other menial services.
The Koyas are said to be descendants of Nambutiris, the
Malumis of Nayars, and the Melacheris of Tiyans and
Mukkuvans.
Pamban (snake) island, on the south-east coast, is said
to owe its name to the tortuous, snake-like course of the
narrow Pamban Pass, 1,350 yards in width, which separates
it from the mainland. It is recorded by Professor Stanley
Gardiner that there are clear indications of a former land
connection between India and north Ceylon, the so-called
Adam's Bridge, and the islands of Manaar on the Ceylon
coast and Pamban, appearing indubitably to be the remains

